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Internet access
breakthrough in
Aspendale Gardens
Brilliant news for residents of Aspendale Gardens
who have struggled without ADSL internet access for
years!
AGRA understands that up to 50 ADSL ports have
been added internally to the green cabinet on Wells
Rd. The ports are available to all ISPs on a first come,
first served basis.
Residents in Sanctuary Place, Winner’s Circle, Sara
Place, Woodcock Walk, Judith Court, Claire Court,
Leo Place and Alison Place Aspendale Gardens are
due to benefit from a Telstra wholesale network
upgrade scheduled for October 2014 which will see
more people gain access to ADSL broadband services
in these streets. Telstra wholesale have also upgraded
the backhaul on the Mordialloc exchange to relieve
congestion.
AGRA would like to thank Suzanne Ferguson from
City of Kingston, MP Lorraine Wreford, Cr Tamsin
Bearsley and Marcus Swinburne for lobbying Telstra
Wholesale on behalf of our residents.
Cr Tamsin Bearsley and Lorraine Wreford doorknocked affected streets and they estimate that 60% of
Sanctuary Place residents and 40% of Winners Circle
residents they talked to have been without ADSL.
Says Tamsin: “I’m hopeful that the number of extra
ports will be enough to cover the community need,
we’ll know with the uptake in the next two months.
The families with school children that have now been
connected are over the moon!”
AGRA encourages residents to contact their ISP
immediately, or alternatively the Telstra Store at
Parkmore on (03) 9798 2477.

AGM Coming Up
It’s that time of year again! Our AGRA Annual
General Meeting is coming up on Wednesday 27th
August, 7:30pm at the Aspendale Gardens
Community Centre. If you’re interested in making a
positive difference to the community, come along and
get involved. We hope to see you at there.
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President’s Report
We live in interesting times. I am writing my report
from the UK where I am visiting my sister. At the
time of writing I note from reading Melbourne
Newspapers on the web that Mr Geoff Shaw the
Independent member for Frankston is still news and
that there is a possibility that there could be a byelection in Frankston that may alter the balance of
power in parliament before the November State
election. Subject to the outcome of a by-election it
could lead to a vote of no confidence in the
government resulting in the November election being
brought forward. If that were the case it may be
difficult for AGRA to prepare and publish our preelection questionnaire for candidates and to arrange a
meet the candidates meeting and deliver the PreElection Newsletter to residents prior to an early
election. In order that we prepare ourselves as best
we can please tell us what you believe are the major
needs, opportunities and concerns that we should ask
candidates and parties to address. Please reply by
email or by dropping your reply in the AGRA Post
Box in the Shopping Centre.
You may see items in this
Newsletter that you would
like addressed.
Yours Sincerely
Ken Carney President AGRA
Inc

Editor’s Bit
There’s no shortage of good news in Aspendale
Gardens this time around. Extra ADSL internet ports,
improved (but still limited) postal services, planning
for the MPF Extension, new permanent classrooms
for Aspendale Gardens Primary, and the Community
Centre film night coming up on Sat 9th August.
The secret to our success working with Telstra was
building relationships with people who could help us.
It confirms the value of building relationships with
decision makers and influencers.
You’re welcome come
along to an AGRA meeting
and be part of it all.
Cheers,
Andy Bearsley Vice
President and Editor,
AGRA Inc
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Licensed Post Office in Aspendale Gardens?
Our local state MP, Lorraine Wreford, has been
working together with AGRA and the local newsagent
to present a case for a licensed Post Office in the
Aspendale Gardens shopping centre.

Letter from Lorraine Wreford MP:

The unique geography of the Aspendale Gardens area,
surrounded by grasslands and reserves, means that
distances to other Post agencies cannot be measured
in terms of how the crow flies but by how difficult,
inconvenient, costly and time consuming it is to get to
other post offices. It was noted that by using Australia
Post;’s own service standards, that there are
communities neighbouring (but not close to)
Aspendale Gardens that appear to be over serviced in
comparison.

I urge you to please get behind my campaign for a
Post Office in Aspendale Gardens by signing my
online petition or the petition at Aspendale Gardens
News & Lotto.

Lorraine created a petition to measure community
support, and together we collected close to 2,400
signatures signed by residents. Armed with the
petition and AGRA survey results, Lorraine arranged
a meeting with Australia Post to present our case.
Subsequently, a senior representative from Australia
Post visited our shopping centre and was met by
newsagent Nary See and AGRA committee.
Cr John Ronke has offered Council services to
Australia Post including supply of regional
demographics and business activity data.

“Dear Aspendale Gardens Residents,
Help get a Post Office in Aspendale Gardens

I’m fighting hard, alongside AGRA, and we’ve made
very solid progress so far. Australia Post is listening,
and we are hopeful of a break-through. We are much
closer to getting a Post Office than previous
campaigns by federal members, but we need a show
of community support to get results.
Whilst we are aiming to have a fully featured Post
Office in Aspendale Gardens, it may be hard to
achieve, particularly in the current climate for
Australia Post. We have to be realistic about that.
It may take a couple of stages to get to a full Post
Office, but I’m giving it every effort. I just need you
to demonstrate your support.
Please
sign
the
online
petition
at
www.LorraineWreford.com.au/agpost, or complete
the regular petition at Aspendale Gardens News and
Lotto, or post the statement below to Lorraine
Wreford MP, 1174 Nepean Hwy, Cheltenham 3192.
Regards,
Lorraine Wreford MP
State Member for Mordialloc District”
---------------------------------If you have not already signed the petition, please do so below

---------------------------------I support the request for Australia Post to establish a
Licensed Post Office at the news agency in Aspendale
Gardens Shopping Centre. The community of
Aspendale Gardens does not have a Post Office
nearby. Because Aspendale Gardens is not directly
connected to Aspendale by road, and with the increase
in online shopping, it is quite a journey to collect or
send parcels, or use other Post Office services for our
6,600 residents.
Full name:
Address:
Email:
Comment:
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Get to Know Your Neighbours!
In AGRA, we believe that our local traders in the
Aspendale Gardens Shopping Centre are the heart of
our community. Nathan Arrowsmith (Ray White
Mordialloc) asks some locals what they love and what
makes them tick.

Meet Carlos and Maria Goncalves, owners of
Charle’s Bake House.
Carlos was born in Portugal in 1953. He met his
sweetheart Maria when he was 21 years old and Maria
was 17 years old. Carlos and Maria have lived in
Aspendale Gardens for the past 12 years.
What do you love about Aspendale Gardens?
I love the very quiet and friendly neighbourhood. We
opened the bakery in Aspendale Gardens 18 years ago
when there was no other business in the shopping
centre. For 5 years we were on our own!
What is your favourite product? The French Stick..
We only use fresh product and never use
preservatives. We need support to keep the quality of
the product and personal service in the market.

Nathan’s comment: Leftover product from Charle’s
Bake House goes to local charity to those in need
every night. Thank you Carlos for giving back to those
in need.

Meet Bill and Argie Smirnakos, owners of
Koochino Cafe.
Bill (“call me Baz!”) was born at the Mordialloc
Hospital in Parkdale in 1968.
What do you love about Aspendale Gardens? Bill:
The sense of community. The community spirit is at
the highest I have ever seen.
How long have you been in the café business? Two
and a half years. I have a burning passion for coffee
and food, as well as an opportunity to work with my
wife Argie. Before the café, I was working in the
spare parts industry for 15 years.
Your favourite espresso? Double shot latte!
What time do you start work? 7am. I work Between
50-60 hours a week. Sunday is my day of rest.

What time do you start work? Start at 2am, finish at
11am , 5 days per week. I work around 65 hours per
week. I worked many years 7 days a week and never
had a day off. Crazy!

Why should people support local business? I feel
that it is always more personal, the customer always
feels part of it, with a sense of community. I have
customers come from Frankston every week.

How far do customers travel for your bakery?
Carrum Downs for my pies… I have 1100 regulars.

What is your favorite place to go on holiday?
Thailand … anywhere HOT!
What do you enjoying doing when you are not
working? I love bike riding. My passions are
Motorsports, F1 and being with my family.

Favourite place to holiday? Venus Bay!
What are your passions? gardening my veggie patch
and my granddaughters, 1 year and 3 yrs old.
Favourite drink? VB!
Special message? You will never get what you want
without hard work!

Favourite drink? Grolsch beer.
Favourite saying? Don’t get married, don’t have
kids! (Joking!)
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What’s
Important?
Every once in a while, we ask
the question: are we at AGRA
focussing on the right issues to
improve the quality of life for
Aspendale Gardens residents?
In the past, residents have
reached out to us about issues
such as:
- Speed cameras on Wells Road
- Traffic breaks for Winners Ccl
- ADSL internet access
- NBN
- Post office services
The best way to help us
understant and address local
issues is to come along to the
AGRA meetings (monthly, open
to the public) and join the
AGRA committee. It doesn’t
take much effort… many hands
make light work!
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Update from
Aspendale Gardens
Community Centre
103-105 Kearney Drive, Aspendale Gardens
Business Hours: Tues to Friday 9am-3pm
Email: enquiries@agcsinc.org.au
Phone: 9587 5955
Who are the Community Centre?
The Aspendale Gardens Community Centre are a
voluntary Board who seek to give back to our
community. As a Community Centre and Preschool,
they rely on volunteers to help the centre run
smoothly. Being a volunteer is a great way of being
involved and getting to know members of your
community. They rely heavily on community support
through fundraising efforts to make programs,
equipment and buildings the best they can be. If you
would like more information on becoming a volunteer,
please contact their office.
What’s happening at the Centre?
The centre are hard at work this year continuing with
a variety of projects to improve the centre and preschool facilities. This will include the pre-school and
centre garden redevelopment, upgrade of IT and
communication systems and webpage, volunteer
program and annual fundraising events.
Keep up to date
with all that is
going on by liking
the Facebook page
at
“Aspendale
Gardens Community Service”.
Playgroup
Playgroup is a wonderful experience for children prior
to preschool to play while parents/carers meet other
people going through similar experiences in a warm,
friendly and informal setting.
Venue Hire
Looking for a venue for your next party, function or
seminar that is close to home? The Centre has a warm
and friendly atmosphere with a range of rooms
available and off street parking. They have a
commercial size kitchen and BBQ available for hire.
Planning for a Youth Hub
In conjunction with the City of Kingston, the
community centre are planning a Youth Hub that will
run events and activities aimed at the 12–17 year old
age groups.
Make an important difference in our community!

The community centre would
love to hear from anyone
who would like to join the
board of management. Come
and chat to the office staff
and find out more.
Event: ‘Walking in Autistic
Shoes” – a presentation by
Donna Williams BA Hons, Dip Ed
Tuesday, 5th August 2014, 7.30-9pm
Born in 1963, Donna Williams was diagnosed with
autism in her 20’s. Donna has gained post graduate
qualifications as a sociologist and teacher, became the
author of ten books in the field of autism, an
international public speaker since 1994 and autism
consultant since 1996, as well as an artist and
musician.
Donna will provide a fascinating insight into the
world of Autism as someone who has actually been
there as both a person with autism and a consultant
who has worked with hundreds of children and adults
on the autism spectrum. For more detailed
information
about
the
presentation,
visit
www.donnawilliams.net
Cost: $5.00 (payable on the night). Bookings are
essential – Contact Cathy at our Centre either by
phone on Wednesdays and Thursdays or via email
cathy.wilson@agcsinc.org.au
Event: Movie Night – Sat, 9th August at 5.30pm
The major fundraiser
for the year is a movie
night for families of
pre-school and school
aged children.
Please put the date in
your diary, and we’ll let
you know details closer
to the date on our
Facebook page.
The community centre are seeking corporate
sponsorship and raffle prizes for the night, and have
developed a range of attractive corporate sponsorship
packages that offer great local advertising value. They
are also seeking donations for door prizes and the
“Get Ready for Spring” raffle.
If you are able to help, please contact Kylie on:
Mobile: 0414 968 578
Email: kyliethesmiley@gmail.com
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Aspendale Gardens
Primary School News

Principal’s Report from Cheryle Osborne:
How Wonderful! New Permanent Classrooms for
Our School! AGPS has been awarded $1.2 million
from the State Government to enhance our school.
This will enable us to replace some of our relocatable
classrooms with a permanent building. It will
certainly make a huge difference to our teaching and
learning environment. We are really happy and
excited about this wonderful windfall for our school.
We are looking forward to a fabulous new building
which we expect to start by the end of next term.

Wall and then to Xian to see the Terracotta Warriors.
Again we will be welcoming 20 students from
Nanjing to our school who will enjoy a homestay with
our very generous families for one week.
Pumpkins Galore in our School Garden
Our garden continues to be a highlight for our
students. We currently have 26 varieties of pumpkins
growing in our garden! Yes, hard to believe but true!
The students enjoy harvesting the fresh organic
vegetables each week then taking them to our kitchen
to cook. Some of the dishes would certainly make it in
the Master Chef kitchen.

Congratulations to new Kingston Junior Mayor
Our school captain Naveen Satish-Kumar presented
an outstanding speech at the Kingston Council Junior
Mayor Competition resulting in him being voted in as
the 2014 Junior Mayor. Naveen competed against 25
schools in the Kingston District so to win was
certainly a wonderful achievement.
Harmony Day
We had an amazing array of wonderful national dress
costumes on Monday 24th March to celebrate
Harmony Day. We enjoyed a Chinese dragon dance,
student dances, singing items and speeches. The
students particularly enjoyed the earth balls being
tossed in the air. We had many wonderful parents
join us for our Harmony Day celebrations.
Chinese Program
Our Chinese program continues to grow from strength
to strength. We will be taking 12 students to China to
visit our sister school in Nanjing. This will be
followed by a visit to Beijing to experience the Great
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Progress on the
Mornington Peninsula
Freeway Extension
Good News! Our State Government has announced
that $10.6 million has been budgeted for detailed
planning and preparation for the Mordialloc Bypass.
The 8km Mordialloc Bypass will link the end of the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway at Springvale Road
right through to the Dingley Bypass that will
commence construction in 2014.
Mordialloc State MP Lorraine Wreford said that the
bypass would reduce traffic on Wells Road, White
Street, Nepean Highway and beyond. Combined with
the Dingley Bypass this road would drastically reduce
congestion and improve safety on local roads.
At this stage we are happy with what has been
released to the press and we understand Lorraine has
been chasing the project along. We agree this road
system is needed for the region ideally as a freeway.
When does the construction actually start?
The budgeted amount covers planning and is spread
over the next four years. In AGRA we believe that we
cannot wait for another term of government before
construction starts. We believe that the government
should commence construction well before the end of
their next term.

Mordialloc Bypass (MPFE) : Dashed line 11

What’s the difference between a bypass and a
freeway extension? The answer: traffic lights. This
project has been described as the Mordialloc bypass,
and may well include traffic lights at various
intersections along its course. Driving from
Springvale Rd to the Dingley Bypass may include up
to 6 sets of traffic controls at 80kph as a bypass, or 1
set of controls at 100kph as a freeway. The equivalent
route using Wells and Boundary Rd would be 11 sets
of traffic controls up to Kingston Rd at 80kph. From
our local experience, AGRA strongly recommend use
of bridges over the freeway instead of traffic controls
at junctions including Springvale Road, Bowen
Parkway, Governor Road, and Lower Dandenong
Road to ensure efficient traffic flows.
What about environmental protection for
Aspendale Gardens and Waterways? The freeway
reserve has been in place since 1969. Waterways
construction commenced in 2000, some 31 years
later. The Waterways development was flat land
before construction. We ask that the planning process
include integrity of the filtration of water coming
down Mordialloc Creek, and consideration of
constructed wetlands. The bypass will need attractive
sound barriers, bike paths, landscaping and tree
plantings along its route, especially when passing the
residential properties to the east of Royal Palms.
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Traffic lights vs Bridges
If this bypass is designed in the
same way as the Dingley Bypass,
there could be problems in its use.
We remember the issues with the
original Monash arterial system
with traffic lights. This resulted in
the Kennett government having to
spend extra billions of dollars to
correct the mistake and reconstruct
it as a freeway system. Had that
been done in the first place the cost
to the taxpayers would have been
significantly less.
When do we get to see the results
of the MPF Extension feasibility
study?
The MPF Extension feasibility study was promised
for publication by Christmas 2013 and at time of
writing it has not been released for public viewing.
The Premier Dr Dennis Napthine said that the
business case would present a chance for people to
say whether the road was needed or not (which we
thought was the purpose of the original feasibility
study). It’s hard for us to know without the results of
the study, however we agree that it is important that
the south east regional community have their say on
this project. Refer AGRA website for 2010 proposal
to complete the Dingley and MPFE.
Community feedback
Lorraine says that the feedback she has received is
that the Mordialloc Bypass is a much-needed missing
link for Mornington Peninsula through traffic in the
Nepean corridor including Wells Rd.
A Herald Sun Article from 23 May 2014 invited
feedback on this project. Add your comment here:
http://bit.ly/1kUFUz6

70 Apartments above
the Shopping Centre?
!
VCAT
has approved the stage 1 proposal for 23
dwellings above the Aspendale Gardens shopping
centre, despite opposition from City of Kingston,
AGRA, the primary school, shopping centre owners
corporation and residents.
VCAT has made it absolutely clear that they were
approving only what was in front of them for the stage
1 application. Stage 2 was an unknown at the time and
therefore could not be taken into account. The upstairs
developer is now going ahead with plans for stage 2 to
add additional floors onto the shopping Centre. This
may triple the height of the existing building and
significantly increase traffic issues around the

proposed ramp.
As advertised in our last newsletter and noticeboard in
the shopping centre, we arranged a community
meeting at the developer’s request to talk about the
plans for the stage 2 development. We summarise key
points here.
We believe that stage 2 will bring the total to 70
dwellings with a car park to hold 86 vehicles. We
have been advised by the developer that the height of
stage 2 is estimated to be 16-17m compared to 2.1
metres at present. That is a massive increase on the
height of the current building!
BC39 stated that in their view the VCAT decision on
stage 1 confirmed that this site can have an unlimited
height within its zoning, however they indicate no
plans to go above what they now propose for stage 2
which appears to be a four storey construction. BC39
own the airspace from 2.1 metres height. BC39 said
that stage 2 will require reinforcing columns in the
current walls and in the internal areas of the existing
building and they will have to negotiate with the
tenants in relation to compensation. This will be done
before plans are finalised. BC39 said that they plan to
construct stage 1 and stage 2 at the same time.
They said that there will be disruption to the shopping
centre during this time of 3 to 4 weeks.
BC39 said they will have to meet with the school on a
range of issues. The Primary School has raised
concerns including parking problems during delivery
and collection times.
BC39 said the local community could have some
input into the centre colour schemes etc. They also
asked what could they contribute to the community,
for example a room in the building for community
meetings.
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The planned ramp for stage 1 will be
used for the additional vehicles parked
on the rooftop under the upper stories
of the stage 2 development. BC39
said if the planned ramp is inadequate
for the additional traffic they will
resolve it satisfactorily.
AGRA’s concern is also with the
adequacy and safety of the ramp and
total
Shopping
Centre
and
surrounding road traffic flow system
as a package. We point out that the
shopping centre car park and local
street car park facilities were a
requirement for approval of the
school. Any loss of parking in the
Shopping Centre due to 70 local
dwellings may have an adverse
impact on parents dropping or
collecting children at the school.
We expect vehicle volumes
forecast for stage 1 will be nearly
tripled because of stage 2. This
significant increase in traffic is of
concern as is the additional loss of
car parking spaces due to the very
real likelihood that visitors and
tenants will not always use the
allocated rooftop car parks.
We will have to wait and see what
the plans look like and also how
council sees the impact. We
remain concerned at the size of
this development especially the
impact of increased resident cars
and parking issues.
The state government has recently
changed the rules about going to
VCAT. We understand that the
changes mean that the costs of the
successful party can be awarded
against anyone including Councils
who have unsuccessfully objected
to their development. This
effectively appears to rule out
individuals and organisations like
AGRA being able to challenge
any Developers plans through
VCAT. AGRA will take this up
with our state MP’s so that we can
get a clear understanding on what
the changes mean so that we
know where we stand in future.!
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Kingston Green
Wedge Review
The Kingston Green Wedge is probably the most
complicated and difficult issue that Kingston council
is addressing, and has been an ongoing issue for many
years. In the past 18 months, Kingston council has
considered ways of resolving issues involving private
land owned by farmers and market gardeners in the
Kingston Green Wedge.
As promised in our last newsletter, AGRA has been
meeting interested parties to discuss these planned
changes. Our objective has been to try to understand
both sides of the issue and understand what
advantages or disadvantages will come to our
community if these changes are implemented. AGRA
has now met with four groups of key players as part of
our attempt to understand the big picture.
• COK Councillors supporting changes.
• Defenders of SEGW opposing changes
• COK Councillors opposing changes
• Market gardeners and farmers supporting changes.
All groups that we met with were helpful and shared
their perspectives on the issues that the Kingston
Green Wedge has been facing for a number of years.
Based on our discussions, we understand there are a
number of areas within the Kingston Green Wedge
that have their own challenges:
• Central Kingston Green Wedge
• Springvale Road
• Moorabbin Airport
Although!we have different viewpoints in AGRA, we

have general agreement on the following points:
• public open space in the Kingston Green Wedge
including Karkarook Park and Braeside Park must
be protected. This is a given, and these parks are
not at risk.
• to fulfil a role as the ‘lungs of Melbourne’, the
coverage of trees needs to increase.
• market gardeners who own private land are asking
for help following the economic decline of
agriculture in the Kingston Green Wedge
• landowners said the Kingston Green Wedge should
never have included private property. There’s no
compensation, just devaluation.
Within AGRA there is sympathy for the market
gardeners. The question is how can the objectives of
both the farmers and broader community be achieved?
Council’s Kingston Green Wedge Proposal
This is the council motion of 3 March 2014 regarding
Kingston Green Wedge: 3.2 Green Wedge Planning
Scheme Amendment, Moved: Cr Bearsley Seconded:
Cr Brownlees
That considering Council’s 2012 policy position as
per page 151 of the Kingston Green Wedge Plan that:
1. Agriculture in its current form is unviable and it is
unreasonable for Council to impose consolidation of
land parcels (page 151). Further Council seeks an
investigation into niche agriculture (page 151)
including the economics that underpin such a use.
Council deems niche agriculture in its current form
(hot houses) as an undesirable end use given the
negative impact on private open space which is in
conflict with the objectives of the adopted Green
Wedge Plan; and
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2. That Council seeks to establish a transition plan
from unviable agriculture to a sustainable end use
which allows and facilitates:
2.1. An improvement of private and public open space
amenity, and 2.2. An increase in public open space
both those earmarked for acquisition (Chain of Parks)
and new parks, environmental assets and regional
sporting facilities.
Further that an action plan be developed in
consultation with stakeholders todeliver these end
uses and is not limited to a Green Wedge Zone.
3. That Council works to minimise land use conflict in
the delivery of the above.
4. That Council commence the preparation of a
Planning Scheme Amendment to amend the Kingston
Planning Scheme to:
4.1. Introduce the Green Wedge A Zone with a
minimum subdivision of 40 hectares in the schedule
to the zone over the land presently located in the area
covered by the Special Use Zone Schedule 2 north of
Kingston and Heatherton Roads
4.2. Introduce the Rural Living Zone and seek to
include a minimum subdivision of 2000sqm in the
schedule to the zone over the following:
· land presently located in the Green Wedge Zone
between Kingston and Heatherton Roads and Lower
Dandenong Road, and land located on the eastern side
of Tootal Road, Dingley Village and outside the
Urban Growth Boundary (AGRA understands this is a
total area of approx. 380 hectares or 950 acres).
4.3. Introduce and/or modify, as appropriate, any
Overlays which exist or are required in the Kingston
Planning Scheme to give effect to the Amendment
and prepare any necessary revisions to Local Planning
Policy.
5. That Council continue to action Item 13.1 of
Council of the 16th December, 2013 which may
involve seeking advice from the Department of
Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure in
relation to whether it would be necessary to modify
the Urban Growth Boundary to achieve the intent of
the resolution.
6. That Council obtain any necessary legal advice
required in relation to the preparation of the Planning
Scheme Amendment.
7. That Council engage with Planisphere and the
Department of Transport, Planning and Local
Infrastructure in relation to the form and content of a
Planning Scheme Amendment.

8. That Council engage with landowners as required
in the formulation of a Planning Scheme Amendment
as it relates to matters associated with appropriate
infrastructure provision and associated contributions
as required.
9. That upon completion of items 4 to 9 of this
resolution, a report be brought back to Council for a
decision on the form of a Planning Scheme
Amendment and a decision on whether to seek
authorisation from the Minister to exhibit the
amendment.
Supported: Crs Tamsin Bearsley (South Ward), Ron
Brownlees, Geoff Gledhill, John Ronke (South Ward),
Paul Peulich.
Opposed: Crs Rosemary West, Steve Stakios, David
Eden (South Ward), Tamara Barth.
Notes from AGRA meeting with COK councilors
supporting proposed changes
Cr Tamsin Bearsley, Ron Brownlees, Geoff Gledhill
Cr Brownlees: “We have an open space which is
unique in Melbourne. We have the opportunity for
flood abatement, passive recreation, active recreation
but we have to take private ownership into account”
Our understanding of the market gardeners’ situation:
Within the central Kingston Green Wedge, A number
of market gardeners have owned and farmed the land
years before current green wedge zoning was put in
place in 2003. The market gardeners report that
suppressed land values from zoning prevent them
from moving their farming operations to larger, more
economical lots further out from the city as their
parents and grandparents have done in past
generations.
Zoning restrictions on the market gardeners’ private
land means that it cannot be built on to allow their
children live next to them, nor can it be subdivided to
free up capital or retire debt. Many of the market
gardeners are well past normal retirement age and are
clearly in a difficult situation.
The net effect is many land owners are desperately
unhappy, much of the land is derelict and risk
becoming truck storage depots, if a better compromise
is not found.
Cr Bearsley: “Two years ago, before council, I
couldn’t understand why the Kingston Green Wedge
was such a mess that it was in. I’ve been researching
ever since. All along I’ve wanted to enhance and
protect public open space.
It’s now clear that the Kingston Green Wedge is a lot
more private land than I originally expected. To
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increase public open space and trees, we need to work
with the land owners and treat them with respect.”
Southern Kingston is prone to flooding and we will
have the opportunity to introduce wetlands and flood
protection in the northern section.
Without an alternative solution, we are faced with the
possibility of vehicle storage instead. Council have
received two applications for this use. It’s not what
we would prefer but a possible outcome if we don’t
come to a better solution.
Agriculture is in decline at a rate of 11% per annum.
Many farms are not viable. There are only two major
farmers and this may reduce to one when the Dingley
By-Pass is completed. It was explained that 70% of
the current lot sizes are only a hectare which is well
under the minimum lot size for viable farming use.
Even with Green Wedge A in the northern section of
the Kingston green wedge, those in the special use
zones will continue to do whatever they please,
ideally we want the tips to be finished up. We can’t
just do with privately owned land what we would like
for example introduce flood abatement without
landowner agreement etc.
The Kingston Green Wedge Plan doesn’t address
these problems. Planisphere ran the process and made
the recommendations. Kingston Council Officers
were taken out of the process and had nothing to do
with the report and when the report was made they
were bound to work within state legislation. Ken
(President) comments: To cut town planners out of the
GW Study appears to be totally inappropriate.
Notes from AGRA meeting with market gardeners
supporting change
Poultry Farmers Reg and Rex Mickelborough
Egg farmers Reg and Rex Mickelborough are father
and son, 4th generation poultry farmers in the City of
Kingston. Their farm resides on 6 acres on Old
Dandenong Rd, Heatherton.
Reg’s parents and grandparents were pioneers of the
area. They started the Mordialloc Hospital,
Cheltenham Park, kindergartens and schools. Reg:
“I’ve come to the end of my life, I have to make a
living off that land, and I can no longer do it. So
what’s the alternative for me? After a hundred years
of service to the community, we’re being treated
like… I shouldn’t say.”
The Mickelborough’s shed was built in 1960 as a
caged egg system. Their 6 acres is not enough to run a
proper free range system. In order to run a free ranged
egg farm, they need to take their skills and farm to a
larger property further out.

Commercial agriculture is not viable in this area
between Centre Dandenong Road and Heatherton
Road. Small properties cannot compete with large
open range egg farms, or large acreage agriculture.
Average size of the properties is two acres - trying to
get a solution for a specific pocket within this area
that is fragmented is difficult.”
One of the constraints farming within a Green Wedge
Zone is that it doesn’t allow enough value in the
property to source the extra capital needed to continue
on with farming. In terms of the investment that we
make to upgrade the shed, income would probably be
just covering the interest on the loan. So as a viable
agriculture business, what do we do?
The lifecycle of the market gardener as explained by
the farmers present: What traditionally happens is that
as suburbia encroaches on the area and you need more
land to be competitive, you sell that block of land for
other than farming uses such as industry or residential
and then you buy more land for bigger scale
agriculture further out.
Classic example is the Keysborough Egg Farm. They
had a farm and they were able to subdivide it for
residential use. With the proceeds they built a massive
farm out Bendigo way. They came back to
Keysborough and built a magnificent shop, where
people can still buy the fresh eggs, but they come
from Bendigo. They are selling eggs cheaper than
others can produce them.
Rex explained the zoning was overlaid on this area of
existing Kingston rural land by the Hamer
government to protect sand extraction with
agricultural land. The extraction creates a hole, it
becomes a tip, they fill it up with rubbish, cover it off
and it becomes a hill with trees. That’s the lifecycle of
the sand extraction in the Kingston Green Wedge.
The rest of the land in this area that didn’t get used for
sand extraction – is what we are talking about.
The current farmers have been caught in this Green
Wedge area where they can’t grow, and they can’t sell
their land to buy further out. Over time it’s just getting
harder and harder to do agriculture in this area.
Planisphere and other council engaged consultants
have all said that agriculture is no longer viable in the
Heatherton Green Wedge.
Market Gardeners Gary Daff, Scott Lowther
The owners gave a brief history of the Green Wedge
from their point of view. These are properties that
have been owned long before it was green wedge,
long before allocated as sand extraction. The Daffs
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have been there since 1948, before the airport. The
Mickelboroughs have been there since 1954.
In the 70s land was intended for mining, for sand
extraction at some time in the future. In the meantime,
it was OK for it to be agricultural until such point that
state government wanted to take over for sand
extraction. After a better sand deposit was found in
Melton, it was no longer needed for this purpose.
In recent times when the green wedge was overlaid in
2003, bank valuations dropped significantly. So
anybody who had a loan, the bank came to them and
said “guess what, you owe me money” because your
property valuation is no longer enough. The only
reason why the existing farmers are making it work is
that they are eking out an existence, the place looks
like a mess and infrastructure is aging, the land was
supposed to be their superannuation. That’s it. That’s
all these guys have.
To continue on we need to be able to realize on our
current asset and we can’t do that in the current
zoning. Other owners have tried to sell properties
close to us that operate on the same sort of scale.
People don’t want to buy green wedge land because
what would they do with it? They can’t get a return
out of it.
The following difficulties exist: The area is known as
the sandbelt region that is why golf courses abound.
Because the drainage is so good this means that
farmers need a significant amount of fertiliser and
water. Water in the drains is used for agricultural
purposes. Gary; “Every time there’s not enough free
flowing water in the drain, we have to buy town
water, we have to pay Melbourne Water rates, and it’s
incredibly uncompetitive.”
Flooding: When heavy rains come, the tip fluid comes
down through the drains – and that contaminated
water has killed crops. The other change that’s
coming up is the Dingley bypass that’s coming
through. It’s going to separate some of the farmland,
so what was a larger parcel of land for the Butlers, he
won’t be able to get from one side to the other. How
will he get his tractor across the Dingley bypass? That
makes it even more difficult to farm.
This leads to the question the community must
consider: what have we got, with the Kingston Green
Wedge in current run down state. Look at it now. It’s
a mess. An absolute mess.
What will Kingston get? By turning this specific area
into rural living, the farmers can move on, developers
will put homes on half acre blocks, Kingston are
going to get rates to spend on the area, they are going
to get playing fields which will be state of the art.
That’s the plus side of it.

What will Kingston lose? If we do plan it well, we
could do everything we wanted it to. If we want it to
be lungs of Melbourne, it becomes part of the
covenant over the land. Rural living is a possible
solution if done with the right controls and overlays.
If there’s a covenant over the land, you couldn’t
subdivide any further.
Scott: “Setting up of the Kingston green wedge in
2003 was fundamentally flawed, because it included
private property. We would not be having this
conversation if private property was excluded. Unless
there’s some sort of fair compensation, for the people
who have private property in that land, to compensate
for the devaluation, this is going to go on as a fight
forever”.
What will happen is (without a compromise) they will
sell to the highest economic use for what they can get
out of the land. That could be a transfer station or
trucks, whatever is allowed.
Land owners are going to need to make a living such
as turn their land into hard stand to store trucks to earn
a living, an allowable use, and there are numerous
examples of this happening including a recent truck
transfer station off nearby boundary road.”
Questions from AGRA committee
What other options have you considered for example
taking advantage of the Federal government wanting
to plant trees to achieve their commitment to reduce
Australia’s carbon emissions by 5%? Instead of
farming eggs, you could individually or join together
to develop or sell the land to someone who may want
to farm trees, etc?
Reg: People lost millions when Timbercorp went
broke. If we have to get into a new business… I’m 73
next year, two other land owners are 80 and 90. How
are we going to start new businesses?
What about Organic farming?
Gary: We get people all the time saying ‘why don’t
you try organic?’ There’s no-one knocking on our
doors saying can we buy your property to grow
organics! (it needs to be chemical free for 7 years). - If
it was viable, it would have been done. There have
been a number of people next to the Mickelboroughs
who have tried to lease land and make a go of it.
There’s been five. Every single one of them has gone
broke.
What about government buying the land?
Scott: Council, state or federal government don’t have
plans to buy the land. How would you feel about
raising the rates to buy the land? (eg. doubling rates
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for 7 years) If you did that, you could say truly say
‘it’s everyone’s green wedge’.
If the land is rezoned to rural living, is this just the
thin end of the wedge? What’s to stop more and more
subdivision at the request of developers and
landowners until its higher density?
Scott: If there’s a covenant over the land, you couldn’t
subdivide any further. If this is set as half acre blocks,
it couldn’t be subdivided any further, that would have
to be worked out before it is let go.
Has anyone thought of approaching the responsible
authority for Melbourne cemeteries to see if some of
the land could be used for that?
Gary: Cr Brownlees has been advocating for 10 years.
So what’s changed? When you bought the land for
rural use, what has changed since then?
Gary: As far as the bank is concerned, it has changed.
Competitive agriculture his become based on large
acreage.
With climate change an issue, you’ve got to look at
things 50 to 100 years down the line. What about the
environment and forests to protect?
Scott: There are no native forests to preserve in the
Kingston Green wedge. It’s a brown wedge. We can
all get benefit out of this green wedge area, with more
trees, but it’s going to require an approach that
involves compromise. Could you work together with
us to help resolve this difficult situation?
Notes from AGRA meeting with COK councillors
opposing proposed changes
Cr Steve Staikos, David Eden, Rosemary West
The current Green Wedge is not what was envisaged
by the Hamer Government. The northern area and
parts of the central area contain large sand mine holes
and waste tips. Moorabbin Airport is part of the Green
Wedge but will shortly be a complete built up area
with a shopping center finally enclosing the landing
strip from both sides. Therefore the airport while
zoned Green Wedge will in fact be the total opposite
of a Green Wedge concept and in reality should be
removed from all plans describing it as Green Wedge.
The federal government allowed this development to
take place even though it was opposed by our
Council. All discussions about the Green Wedge
should now have the airport removed and the overall
size of the Green Wedge adjusted so that we know
what we are talking about. This should be shown on
maps of the current Green Wedge with the airport
removed. This is another case of creeping contraction
of the Green Wedge jeopordising its viability. This
creeping contraction is continuing and will be speeded
up with Councils latest plans as submitted to the

Minister and will ultimately result in the Kingston
Green Wedge concept collapsing.
There are flood and flight path overlays over the
Green Wedge and these should help protect some
areas from inappropriate development for example the
Southern Golf Club. Where residential living has been
allowed too close to the Green Wedge residents
complain when farmers fertilise their crops. This is
another outcome of allowing residential development
in or close to the Green Wedge areas. There are a
number of residential developments close to the Green
Wedge. Residents look forward to tips being phased
out and this will happen under the current and future
GW plan. Old tips once full are covered with soils and
made into parkland thereby adding to the Green
Wedge concept.
The previous Council (Councillors) decided to have
the Green Wedge Plan prepared independently of
Council Officers because the Council Officers had
prepared a report supporting a concrete crusher
proposal in the Green Wedge which while allowed
was totally inappropriate and known to be opposed by
Councillors. Ultimately Planisphere was appointed to
carry out the research and to prepare
recommendations to Council on how the Green
Wedge should be developed in the future. This
included a representative survey of 800 people across
various demographics which included landowners.
This resulted in the Planisphere Plan which was
presented to Kingston and passed by a vote of 8 to 1
last year prior to the 2013 Council elections.
Remember many of the Councillors who voted in
2013 are part of the new Council and clearly one or
more changed their vote since that time.
The unnecessary reopening of the plan to make
changes to the previously adopted concepts has
resulted in landowners who knew for sure the
boundaries of the Green Wedge and therefore the
impact on their properties has caused them to believe
that there is hope that they will now be able to sell
their properties as residential land and therefore
receive residential land prices instead of Green Wedge
rural prices and this has once again resulted in them
holding off on making decisions on how to use their
land within the terms of Green Wedge zoning or to
sell it off to other Green Wedge land owners or other
interested parties for development as Green Wedge
land. Clearly the land price difference will be
enormous and those Councillors supporting the
Council submission to the Minister have taken away
the certainty that all landowners in the Green Wedge
had and replaced it with uncertainty and possible
windfall gains which once again prevent solutions
being found that can meet the needs for open space
(lungs of Melbourne) in the future high density
Melbourne and for all Kingston residents.
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It is understood that because of the regenerated
uncertainty a lot of businesses don’t want to move or
invest in the zone. An example was given of a new
organic market garden is operating successfully in the
wedge and that this development which is an ideal use
of the Green Wedge Plan will be threatened by the
proposed revisions to the GW Plan. The point was
made that the concept of half acre house lots with
houses will or could create issues for the airport and
flight paths etc.
Major issues were raised with the concept of
introducing 2000sq metre (half acre lots) with one
house per lot in the central zone of the Wedge. This is
a large area of the wedge and will impact on those
landowners inside and outside the central areas who
want to remain as farmers. They will have problems
with carrying out farming operations close to
residential properties such as making noise and
spraying or creating odours or farming animals such
as horses and cattle. They will be affected by
householder’s pets. In addition creating such a large
residential area will require significant infrastructure
including new roads, and support services such as
playgrounds, kindergartens, doctors, shops, petrol
stations etc all taking up designated farmland by
covering it with concrete, bricks and roading materials
thereby minimizing the ability of the farmland to
support the Green Wedge concept. Once the GW
zoning has gone and overlays are placed on the
development what will stop Developers seeking
further concessions in regard to lot size and revision
to any tree planting conditions that may be placed on
the development. Experience is that the Developers
will find ways to overcome any controls that they see
as minimising their opportunity to make extra profits.
Refer to the fiasco that is now unfolding along
Springvale Road. In addition there will be increased
use of existing roads within the region contributing to
gridlock or similar traffic problems. By allowing this
type of development Council will encourage other
landowners not included in this area to seek similar
changes so that they have the same opportunity to
gain windfall profits. Where does it stop?
The request by Mentone Grammar to change their
Green Wedge Playing Fields from Green Wedge zone
to Residential zone or similar confirms exactly what
we are talking about. This land is currently operating
exactly as Green Wedge land is meant to and now
Council are faced with and have accepted and perhaps
unwittingly encouraged Mentone Grammar to seek a
residential zoning for what is rural land purchased at
rural land values and if their application is successful
they will benefit from a massive jump in land value.
Why wouldn’t all landowners hold and minimize
further investment in their properties if this type of
opportunity has been opened up. (AGRA Note: At the

time of writing we now know that Mentone Grammar
quoted that Councils planned Green Wedge changes
along Springvale Road as one of the reasons to seek
rezoning to residential). This if successful will also
encourage or force further Green Wedge reduction.
Notes from AGRA meeting with group Defenders
of SE Green Wedge Secretary Barry Ross
Barry explained Waterways and Sandhurst Golf
Course Estate were big chunks taken out of the SE
Green Wedges.
Many market gardeners purchased land zoned as
farmland on the fringe of Melbourne many years ago
assuming that as Melbourne grew outwards they may
benefit as land was rezoned from farming to industrial
or residential use and then sell and make a capital
profit and move on. Those farmers were making an
assumption that the government may rezone their land
from low value farming use to other high value uses.
That was a business decision or gamble. The land
could remain for farming use indefinitely or as
happened in 2003 the State Government zoned large
areas of farmland surrounding Melbourne as Green
Wedge use which meant that it would stay as
farmland. So the farmer had not lost anything but no
longer had the opportunity to sell his land as industrial
or residential land. Their speculation was
unsuccessful. Those outside the government’s Green
Wedge boundary would be able to make windfall
gains in the distant future if their land was ultimately
rezoned to support the expansion of Melbourne
whereas those with land inside the Green Wedge
would no longer have that opportunity. This of course
resulted in some farmers being unhappy. However
that is what governments do in order to plan for the
future for the benefit of all.
There was no acquisition of the land - the farmers
were told that it would remain as rural land.
Unexpected changes have taken place in the zone with
the approval and development of sand mining and
some other uses as mentioned earlier. This along with
some eating away at the boundary of the Green
Wedge for other uses such as residential along with
degradation of the soil due to over use and possibly
through lack of management has had some impact on
some Market Gardeners in the Green Wedge.
When combined with changes to farming methods and
market changes (supermarket oligopolies) farmers
claim make it impossible to continue farming
economically.
Ken (President) comment: This has some validity and
needs investigating. If the State Government and the
people want Green Wedges then perhaps they should
be considering the changes that they have allowed to
take place in the past within some of Melbourne’s
Green Wedges and how those changes have made it
difficult for some individual farmers to stay viable).
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Barry gave an example (his opinion) of farmers in
Heatherton who have owned the same piece of land
since 1971 and have claimed that the land is too small
for farming and has no future but they or their
children are still there. They have been in that
situation for over 40 years.
Barry expressed concern at the degradation in the
north of our GW in terms of market gardens becoming
sand mines. However with good planning these holes
can be developed as part of the lungs of Melbourne.
Ken (President) comment: The plan to place minimum
40 hectare lot sizes on this land may have good
benefits however here at AGRA we do not know how
those land owners expect to economically use this
land and meet the objectives of the Green Wedge. No
doubt Council have this worked it out?.
Barry said that in relation to the landowner’s claims
that they were not allowed to speak to Planisphere at
the community sessions this should be investigated as
they needed to be heard.
Ken (President) comment: We have carried out a
cursory check on this situation and understand that
prior to the formal introduction of the GW zone by the
State Government in 2003 the landowners were not
consulted. We understand that during the recent
public consultations they were in fact probably some
of the main attendees at the public meetings along
with Green Wedge activists and proponents. It is also
believed they made some submissions but as the
landowners of the properties involved they were not
given any special access to the consultants apart from
the normal process).
Question was asked about alternative uses for the land
that the public would not expect as being allowed uses
under existing Green Wedge conditions but are. Barry
said that under the current rules for example truck
depots are a low cost viable option.
He said that VCAT has a history of supporting this
use in the Green Wedge. This will have to be
addressed at some time.
Question was asked: if the farmers can't buy
equivalent land further out, and they can't borrow
against their land. What are the options? Barry: “it's a
vicious cycle”.
Springvale Road Mentone Grammar Playing
Fields
On the 8th of April 2014 Ken (AGRA president)
invited a Mentone Grammar representative to join the
meeting which included central land owners and
AGRA. We wanted get the view of this large
organisation that owns land that sits well inside the
Green Wedge boundary and is being used as a sports

ground which perfectly meets the objectives for Green
Wedge purposes and yet we heard they want the land
to be removed from the Green Wedge overlay.
Mentone Grammar replied to our invitation in their
letter dated the 6th of May 2014. They thanked us for
our invitation to meet with the AGRA Committee and
advised that the Mentone Grammar Board has not
considered any ramifications of a change to the
present zoning for this area. They wrote that the
Keysborough playing fields are a most valuable
resource for School activities, and for Old Mentonians
sporting and social activities. They said “Bearing this
in mind this matter is presently before the State
Planning Minister and Mentone Grammar have
nothing further to add at this point in time…
obviously if there is a change to the zoning for this
area, Mentone Grammar will consider the options
available in the interests of the School and its future
requirements.”
Since then, AGRA was supplied via FOI with a copy
of a letter dated the 20th April 2012 (2 years ago)
written by Melbourne Grammar to John Nevins CEO
City of Kingston. In this letter Mentone Grammar are
seeking to exclude their land from the Green Wedge
for various reasons including that it is no longer
suitable for the Schools purposes and that it is
potentially incompatible with the future urban land
use proposed by Council to the south and east which
is to remove that land from the Green Wedge and
change it to residential use. This confirms that
Councils objective to remove the Green Wedge zone
along the narrow strip of Springvale Road is a
contributing factor to Melbourne Grammar’s decision
to also seek removal of their ground from the Green
Wedge and to seek rezoning to a residential or similar
use. This has been one of the great fears that
supporters of the Green Wedge have long warned
Council and the Planning Minister of what will
happen if pieces of the Green Wedge are gradually
stripped away. Properties alongside then see an
opportunity to do the same thereby further reducing
the Green Wedge area ad-infinitum and this has now
happened here and in turn will encourage other land
owners to do the same.
Excerpt from letter: “To be quite candid our committee
were shocked to find out that what you told us in your letter
dated the 6th of May is completely at odds with the
submission you made … there was no reason for you to
mislead our association the way you have done... pity we
could not hear your case and both parties ask questions of
one and other at the meeting so that we all understand the
need for change or no change. An opportunity lost.
Yours Sincerely, Ken Carney President
Aspendale Gardens Residents Association, Inc”
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President Comments
The concept of Melbourne Green Wedges were
introduced by the Hamer Government in 1971. The
objective was to create open spaces that will
contribute to community health by acting as the lungs
for an expanding Melbourne. In addition the
protection of clean water supplies. Governments make
decisions for the majority of people when developing
visions and planning for the future and that means
that controls and overlays projecting well into the
future are applied to land whether it is private or
publically owned.
This does not mean that GW Zoned land would be just
large parks but the land would continue to be
privately owned rural farmland or government nature
reserves for example land controlled by Melbourne
Water. Certain activities can or could take place in
these zones that may now appear inappropriate. For
example sand mining, large greenhouses, waste tips,
concrete crushing, vehicle parking areas to name a
few. So Green Wedge does not necessarily mean
green fields or natural forests or clean waterways.
However the Green Wedge concept certainly has
merit. I am writing this report while in London and I
look around and can see the outcome of long term
environmental planning all around me. Yesterday I
had a walk around Wimbledon Common which is in
the middle of a heavily built up area. People were
relaxing, children who live in very high density areas
were out in the country side playing and exploring.
London certainly thought it through and planned for
the future. Large parks, local parks, reserves for
utilities that contribute to the greenery in the city and
operating rural areas. These are not small parks or
reserves they are large open breathing areas that also
beautify the city. That is what Melbourne’s forefathers
envisaged and planned for.
We must not lightly give away the unique opportunity
that has been left for us to manage not only for our
immediate use but for the generations to come. The
Green Belt that surrounds London prevents
continuous outward expansion of the city. Remember
the Government has just announced that Melbourne’s
population is forecast to double from 4 to 8 million
people within the next twenty to twenty-five years.
Allowing large sections of our Kingston SE Green
Wedge land to be rezoned to residential could be a
major mistake that once done cannot be recovered
from. Once it’s gone it’s gone so it is vital that any
proposed changes must be thought through carefully
and the big picture should be the driving force. What
is best for Melbourne is what it is all about.
Regarding water access issues: if the State
government really wants Green Wedges in Melbourne
issues such as these have to be addressed at State
Government level and we would support that view.

If necessary subsidized Council rates, subsidized
water rates etc. should all be considered to keep the
concept viable.
As we would all expect the Pro change landowners
will not consider options that would support improved
development of the Green Wedge zone unless they can
get residential prices for their urban land and it is
apparent that Council are of a similar view. For
example the suggestion to explore options that may
make the farms viable by selling or joining with the
larger farms in the wedge so they can benefit from the
economies of scale are not on the table. Or to explore
working with federal government to assist them meet
their 5% greenhouse reduction by planting trees or to
work together to explore the possibility of building a
cemetery in the area. The cemetery would meet the
severe shortage of cemetery space that is moving
towards a crisis situation in Melbourne’s south east.
Clearly Council and the owners appear to be focused
on one thing and that is to obtain a maximum return
on land that is zoned rural and was meant for rural
use and was reinforced by the Green Wedge zoning.
From the landowners point of view we understand
their approach but we must remember that the Green
Wedge is a State Government and Melbourne
objective that has existed for many years and the land
has always been zoned rural for farming and
therefore all options should be explored and reported
on by Council and State Government before they go
down the path they are on.
Mentone Grammar is a major pro change large
landowner and their objectives are now known.
Without any regard for the State Government or
community desire to maintain Green Wedges they
have not only built a case for removing their land
from within the Green Wedge but have also sought a
change to the zoning from Green Wedge to
Residential and they used professional advisors to do
so. Clearly Mentone Grammar is a main driver for
change in the Green Wedge and contrary to their
reply to AGRA they see a major financial gain by
selling rural Green Wedge land at residential values.
Remember their submission was made to Council no
doubt to be included in the Planisphere study and
Planisphere did not agree that their proposal meets
the needs of the Green Wedge. The question is: Does
it meet the concepts of the Governments Green Wedge
objectives?
So what are the options?
• Council go ahead with their plans which may
include provisions for the 2000m2 properties in the
central Kingston Green Wedge and that those
properties have an overlay that requires and
specifies that trees must be planted on all
properties and must be a certain percentage of the
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property size and maximum building size and
construction are specified and parklands and open
space and trails etc. are required for the wider
community.
Council and State Government to carry out further
research on options that retain and protect the
current boundaries of the Green Wedge and
explore opportunities such as retaining the current
sports grounds which we understand are a priority
in the Green Wedge.
Also to explore options whereby State Government
support or facilitate uses such as forestry and
cemeteries and the consolidation of the small
blocks into efficient consolidated units that are
able to benefit from the economies of scale of
farming or plantation or other uses such as
cemeteries.
State Government to give financial support to
enable these options to be realised for example to
encourage landowners to amalgamate and/or
develop their blocks of land for the greater good.
This may be achieved through financial or other
incentives.
Reclarify the objectives of our Kingston SE Green
Wedge. Government to determine and specify what
they want our Green Wedge to do and then decide
how that can be achieved. That could mean
removing some land uses that are allowed in the
Green Wedge but are not suitable to achieve the
current objective which is to act as the lungs of
Melbourne and to ensure that water supplies are
clean and that appropriate engineering is planned
and funded to minimize
the risk of floods.

green wedge a realistic concept to exist? Government
must answer these questions before making a decision
on our Green Wedge. We hope this comprehensive
assessment of Councils current position on the Green
Wedge is of interest to you. It is likely that Council
and State Government will process this project so that
any decisions are made after the coming State
election so that this subject does not become an
election issue. We hope that is not the case because
we believe that voters should hear the arguments and
know the Government and candidates and political
parties position when they vote.”

AG Sports Ground and
Surrounds
City of Kingston reports: “With regard to the new
picnic shelter and park furniture, as you may be
aware, Council submitted this project for a ‘shade
grant’ funding application. As such, the project had
been placed on hold while we waited for the outcome
of this application. We have since been notified that
we have been successful in receiving $25k towards
this project. Community feedback has been taken into
consideration with regard to any design changes. We
anticipate this project will commence within the next
1-2 months. Councillors and the community will be
notified before the works commence.
With regard to the proposed tree planting, Council in
conjunction with Melbourne Water are currently
finalising site preparation and weed control for the
planting of 1500 trees. Further, Council has also
secured additional funding for 5,000 trees and these
may be included in future offset project and plantings.
Council intends to engage with local community and
school group for planting days in late August/early
September.”

The real issue is: how do we
achieve the vision of the
lungs of Melbourne? What
does the vision mean – was
it intended to be farmland
and trees which is what the
general public believe and if
so this raises the question:
if the Government really
support Green Wedges (the
Minister has said he does)
we must ask why? Because
what is proposed by Council
may result in an outcome
where a viable Green
Wedge will not be possible
which in turn again raises
another question, is the
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Shop 21 Aspendale Gardens Shopping Centre …. 9587 5566
MON-FRI: 9am-9pm SAT: 9am-5:30pm SUN: 10am-5pm
Valid till 18 August 2014
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THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE FOR YOU
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